SEIHAI: The hierarchical AI that won the NeurIPS-2020 MineRL competition
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A team of researchers at Huawei Noah's Ark Lab, Tianjin University and Tsinghua University won the NeurIPS- MineRL 2020 competition. Using a sample-efficient hierarchical artificial intelligence (AI) tool called SEIHAI, the researchers were able to outperform all other algorithms participating in the contest.

"We present SEIHAI, a sample-efficient hierarchical AI that fully takes advantage of the human demonstrations and the task structure," Hangyu Mao and his colleagues wrote in a paper outlining their AI, which was pre-published on arXiv.

"Specifically, we split the task into several sequentially dependent subtasks and train a suitable agent for each subtask using reinforcement learning and imitation learning."

To obtain a diamond in Minecraft, players need to follow a series of steps. Sequentially, they need to chop a tree to create a log, then use the log to craft a wooden pickaxe, which they will then use to dig out a cobblestone. Finally, the cobblestone needs to be placed into a furnace and crafted into a stone, which could be diamond or something else. Diamond is rare in the game, which further complicates the task for MineRL participants.

To tackle the task most effectively, Mao and his colleagues divided it into a series of subtasks, each of which required different skills and capabilities. They then trained different agents to tackle each of the subtasks individually, using reinforcement learning or imitation learning, depending on which one best suited the problem they were trying to solve.

To decide which agent was better suited for each of the different subtasks, the researchers used a scheduler, a tool that selected an agent for different situations based on the unique characteristics of the subtask that needed to be completed. The hierarchical model created by the researchers significantly outperformed all the other algorithms.
models participating in the MineRL 2020 contest, achieving remarkable results.

"We won first place in the preliminary and final of the NeurIPS-2020 MineRL competition, which demonstrates the efficiency of our hierarchical method, SEIHAI," the researchers wrote in their paper. "We believe that developing methods that properly combine human priors and sample-efficient learning-based techniques is a competitive way to solve complex tasks with limited demonstrations, sparse rewards but an explicit task structure."
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